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Review: Who is Satan
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What we know about Satan
Job, Isaiah and Ezekiel

• Satan was a beautiful cherub, an attendant of God
• He became corrupted by his own beauty
• God cast Satan from Heaven for his sins
• Satan wants to be like God
• Satan is in perpetual conflict with Messiah and mankind
• Satan weakens nations
• Satan is terrified, that in the end, he will be destroyed
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What we know about Satan
Revelation

• Satan wants to destroy Israel and prevent the Messiah
• Michael and the angels will wage war against Satan and his angels 

and cast them to the Earth
• Satan will be angry because he knows he only has a few years left
• He will attempt to destroy the remnant of Israel, but will be 

prevented
• He will then turn his attention to persecuting the tribulation saints
• Satan will give his power and authority to the One World Order and 

the Antichrist
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Strange Times and a Strange Happenings
An Incomplete and Semi-random List
• Promotion of Lawlessness
• Censorship
• Rise of the surveillance state
• Assault on children
• Depopulation
• Rise of globalism
• Erosion of the constitution and Bill 

or Rights
• Corruption of the education system

• Assault on Biblical authority
• Food shortages
• Climate change
• Rise of China
• Corruption of science
• Failure of main-stream media
• Weaponization of federal agencies
• Transgender movement
• War in Ukraine



Antifa is an anarchist 
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Lawlessness
Promote Violence and Destabilize Law and Order

• Antifa 
• District attorneys attorneys general who refuse to prosecute criminals
• Campaigns funded by George Soros

• Black Lives Matter
• Promotes criminals to status of heroes
• Demotes law enforcement to status of criminals
• Violent protests that target black and minority business

• Defunding of law enforcement
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Control the Press

90% of media US media is owned 
by six corporations
• AT&T
• CBS
• Comcast
• Disney
• Newscorp
• Viacom

Social media and the internet 
• Meta
• FaceBook
• Instagram

• Google
• Youtube

• Twitter



The importance of controlling misinformation, to include censoring or shutting down 
the internet, was discussed in Dark Winter and Event 201, two bio event exercises
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Censorship

• Mainstream media manages what stories are covered
• Legacy media, social media
• Media coverage mirrors the current narrative 

• Dissenting voices are suppressed
• De-platforming and demonetization
• Cancel culture
• Gaslighting

• Misinformation, disinformation and malinformation
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False Narratives

• The Trump campaign was aided by the Russian government
• Hunter Biden’s laptop was Russian misinformation
• COVID vaccine prevents transmission and infection
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The Lurking Police State

• Patriot act 
• Expansion to include domestic terrorism
• Broadening of definition of domestic terrorism

• NSA and electronic surveillance
• Snowden revelations

• Extradition of Julian Assange
• CIA Black Prisons
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How to seize control of a government?

• Promote violence
• Destabilize law and order
• Control the press
• Suppress dissenting voices
• Eliminate opponents
• Manufacture or capitalize on a crisis
• Seize power
• Wait for the existing power structure to collapse
• Use existing legal structure to seize extraordinary powers
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Manufacture or capitalize on a crisis 

• SARS-CoV-2
• War
• Climate change
• Terrorist attacks
• Nuclear war
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Manufacture or capitalize on a crisis
The First Global Revolution

“In searching for a common enemy against whom we can unite, we 
came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, 
water shortages, famine and the like, would fit the bill. In their totality 
and their interactions these phenomena do constitute a common 
threat which must be confronted by everyone together. But in 
designing these dangers as the enemy, we fall into the trap, which we 
have already warned readers about, namely mistaking symptoms for 
causes. All these dangers are caused by human interventions in natural 
processes, and it is only through human intervention and behavior that 
they can be overcome. The real enemy then is humanity itself.”
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The Club of Rome

• Founded in 1968 by Aurelio Peccie (Italian industrialist) and Alexander 
King (Scottish Chemist)
• Influence by the Rockefeller family
• Affiliated with the World Economic Forum
• 1972 ”The Limits to Growth”
• “if the world’s consumption patters and population growth continued at the 

same high rates of the time, the earth would strike its limits within a century”
• Proposed a global government of 10 regions
• Proponents of population control and eugenics
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Marxism and the New America

5 Things Marx wanted to abolish
• The family
• Individuality and freedom
• Eternal truths
• Nations
• The past and tradition
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How to destroy the family

• Promote homosexual relationships
• Promote sexual promiscuity
• Infiltrate the educations system
• The state and not parents become the educators

• Target children
• Abortion
• Promote homosexual relationships
• Promote transgenderism



Labeling free speech is a major ploy to regulate free speech. This is closely tied into 
the role of Domestic Terrorism
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How to weaken the US (or any country)

• Systematic undermining of the 
Constitution
• Gun control
• Assault on free speech
• Blurring of constitutional powers
• Supreme Court as a legislative body
• Extreme polarization of political 

parties
• Shut down industry
• Weaken the military
• Usurp the election process

• Spend the government into debt, 
create inflation
• Create food shortages

• Destruction of meat farms
• Limitations on fertilizer

• Polarize the population and 
promote extremism
• Weaken nationalism with 

unregulated immigration 
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How to weaken the past

• Rewrite history
• Critical race theory

• Demonize founding fathers
• Co-opt centers of higher education



Georgia guidestones -
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Strange Happenings

• Depopulation
• Food crisis
• Group of Rome
• Georgia Guidestones

• Transgender movement
• Pedophilia
• Geoffrey Epstein
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The Players

Globalism
• World Economic Forum
• Club of Rome
• Philanthropic trusts
• Pharma
• Military-industrial complex

Satanic
• Depopulation
• Gender identity
• Pedophilia
• Eugenics

Marxism
• China
• Soros and the Open Society Foundations

Nationalism/Multi-Polar World
• BRIC

Technocracy
• Trilateral commission



Targeting of children – abortion, sexualization of young children, gender identity 
movement
Educational system – started with higher education and now incorporates all level, 
down to K and preschool
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Strange Times and a Strange Happenings
Other Trends

• Weaponization of government agencies
• FBI, Department of Justice, and Department of Homeland Security
• FDA and CDC
• IRS

• Mainstreaming of radical Islam



Blurring of constitutional powers – excessive use of executive orders, centralization of 
power in the federal government, International Treaties and declaration of war 
without congressional approval; The separation of powers in the consitituion was 
deliberately designed to prevent accumulation of power
Polarization – the verbiage used in political exchanges suggest we are on the verge of 
violent conflict (Jan 6)
Higher criticism – attacks on authority of the Bible, primarily through attacks on the 
authorship, but there is hardly any aspect of the Bible that has not been attacked and 
criticized
Apostasy – marginalization of Biblical teaching, amillennialism and the social justice 
movement;
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Strange Times and a Strange Happenings
An Incomplete and Semi-random List

Aggressive assault on Biblical Authority
• Evolution replaces creationism
• Higher criticism
• Apostasy within the church

Rise of antisemitism
• Replacement theology
• American foreign policy on Israel and Palestine
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What is Technocracy?

• Scientific dictatorship ruled by technocrats
• Associated with Scientism
• Replaces capitalism with resource-based economic system
• Controls society with technology
• Proponents of population reduction and eugenics
• Arose at Columbia University in 1932
• Adopted by the Trilateral Commission in 1970
• Founded by David Rockefeller and Zbigniew Brzezinski
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Between Two Ages: America’s Role in the 
Technocratic Era
Zbigniew Brzezinski
“Such a society would be dominated by an elite whose claim to political 
power would rest on allegedly superior scientific know-how. 
Unhindered by the restraints of traditional liberal values, this elite 
would not hesitate to achieve its political ends by using the latest 
modern techniques for influencing public behavior and keeping society 
under close surveillance and control. Under such circumstances, the 
scientific and technological momentum of the country would not be 
reversed but would actually feed on the situation it exploits.”
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Signs of the Technate

• Central Bank Digital Currency
• Digital Surveillance
• Multi-polar world
• Public-private partnerships
• Resource-based economy
• Elite oligarchy directs political apparatus
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The Rise of the One World Religion

The One World Religion
• Abrahamic accords
• White washing of radical Islam
• Rise of apostasy

Worship of the Beast
• Transhumanism
• Scientism
• AI and the singularity
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Yuval Noah Harari
The False Prophet or a Picture Type?

• Chief scientific advisor to Klaus 
Schwab (World Economic 
Forum)
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Questions and Discussion



Don’t trust anything I say. Please go and look it up for yourself. Challenge me when I 
am wrong. Discuss when you disagree.
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Acts 17:10-
11

“The brethren immediately sent Paul and Silas 
away by night to Berea, and when they arrived, 
they went into the synagogue of the Jews. Now 
these were more noble-minded than those in 
Thessalonica, for they received the word with great 
eagerness, examining the Scriptures daily to see 
whether these things were so.”
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Suggested Resources

Unlimited Hangout
Whitney Webb
Investigative articles into the history of globalist organizations and the 
links to intelligence agencies.

Technocracy News
Patrick Wood
Investigative articles on technocracy

https://unlimitedhangout.com/
https://www.technocracy.news/
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Lecture Notes are 
Posted at…

Ingaboo Books website
www.ingaboobooks.com
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